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Foreword

from our CEO
These last 12 months have seen another period of challenge and

It has been a year where we have continued to focus on our

change for everyone, including all of us at Local Solutions. The

commitment to do the absolute most with the resources available,

experience of living through the Covid pandemic has shaped our

and where we strive to connect out work directly with our outcomes.

understanding of the challenges we all face, and the way in which we
approach meeting these challenges.

Once again it has been a year about people, about their dedication
and values, and the desire to empower change. We want to be

Our work can be seen through 3 lenses or departments: Social Care,

transformative. We want to be creative, innovative and flexible

which is predominantly domiciliary care in the community;

and be there to empower people to achieve their own goals and

Support and Accommodation for young homeless people, families

to take control of their own lives. That is our ambition for Local

and individuals, and our Communities department, where we work

Solutions, that’s what drives our work.

with unpaid carers, victims of domestic abuse and support health
I am proud of all the work outlined in this year’s impact report, and

and wellbeing.

all of the unseen work that goes on behind the scenes to empower
Our services may be varied but they are underpinned by 5 key
outcomes: gaining skills and confidence, developing independence,
creating stable accommodation, Increasing safety and security and
improving health and wellbeing.
This has also been an inspiring year! The unconditional care shown by

people and support communities.

A huge thanks to all our staff, supporters,
and service users.
Tom Harrison | Chief Executive

our teams and in our communities has provided the hope and energy
needed to keep on going and empower people to reach their full
potential, even in testing times.

Our
vision

Our
mission

Our
values

Our
purpose

A society where all people
can live with dignity, lead
fulfilled lives and realise
their full potential

Empowering people,
supporting communities

Compassionate, reliable,
pioneering, knowledgeable

•

To care unconditionally

•

To understand the
challenge

•

To empower change
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Our year at a glance
Impact summary

Throughout the 21/22
financial year Local Solutions
supported over 37,360
individuals from across the
Liverpool City Region and
North Wales
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Illustrating our outcomes

 aining skills and
G
confidence

Steph’s story

Liverpool Watersports Centre

FIKA

Liverpool Watersports Centre is run and managed by Local

In February 2022, we partnered with local coffee shop FIKA to

Solutions in the heart of the Queen’s Dock; our aim is to make

run the Café at the Watersports Centre for the 2022 summer

watersports accessible for all by providing a variety of affordable

season. This partnership will allow us to offer training and

activities for individuals and groups.

employment opportunities to our Hostel and Supported

Over the summer season the staff at the Watersports Centre
worked with a range of community groups and organisations.
These include Autism Adventures, Everton Free School, Barnardo’s
Young Carers, Scottish Power sales team and Tom Harrison
Veteran’s House.

Lodgings residents past and present. FIKA at the Liverpool
Watersports Centre is keen to empower service users from
Local Solutions HUB, Supported Living and Hostel residents by
giving them training and employment opportunities.

Sports Horizons
Through our Sports Horizon project, young people accessing

Following a family breakdown, Steph

The sessions helped her find a sense of

our services through the HUB and AIMS programme, have the

was left without a home. By the age of

purpose, and the team helped her to move

opportunity to learn learn new skills, gain qualifications and

16 she had moved into a hostel, where

out of the hostel and into her own flat.

have access to a whole host of activities with the goal
of securing permanent employment or training

she struggled with loneliness and mental
health. But things changed when Steph

opportunities and developing the skills for

started taking part in water sports activities

independent living.

Steph now volunteers as a watersports
instructor at the centre.

with Sports Horizons.

“I can’t
wait to see
what the future
holds. I’m on this
positive path now and
it’s only going up and
not down.”
Steph

“Local
Solutions
the fire
brought out
gave me
in me. They
ack.”
my energy b
Steph

Steph’s story was featured in the Comic Relief campaign in March 2022
as part of a BBC 3 documentary, BBC Newsnight and BBC News at 6.
Her story was also included in educational resources for schools across
the UK encouraging children to consider how they would feel, think and
act in Steph’s situation.
Steph also supported Jordan North in his Rowing Home challenge along the
100-mile row from London to his hometown of Burnley.
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Illustrating our outcomes

Developing
independence
Our mission is to empower people and support communities; we strongly believe that a huge part of
empowering people is giving individuals access to the training, skills and support that they need to
empower themselves to develop their independence.
Knowledge, skills and support underpin a huge

Each young person also receives help with

range of our services and, as a result, we see some

accessing and engaging with education and

incredible outcomes.

employment and support to maximise their

Homeground hostel offers accommodation to

income. Residents can also be referred to

support to develop independent skills such as

The aim is to provide each young person with the

Plas Bellin
Nicola’s Story*

budgeting and cooking and support on site

skills to improve their confidence and to move on

24hrs a day.

to and to sustain independent accommodation

Nicola suffers from depression and anxiety and

homeless young people between the ages of 16
to 21. Each resident receives a furnished room,

specialist services including mental health,
substance and sexual health.

Nicola has completed all of her goals
on her skills and well being plan and
is looking forward to moving into a
new home with her family.

her housing situation exacerbated this. She
and her children were accommodated at Plas

Homeground
Mohammed’s story*

Bellin. The children were registered in the local
school and settled in well. They have made
many friends and are thriving. Since being at Plas

Mohammed was placed at Homeground when

Mohammed was very focused on building a

Bellin, Nicola has received support surrounding

Nicola is managing her mental health and

he was 18. He was a 17-year-old refugee from

positive life in the UK and before long discussed

healthy relationships. Nicola has completed the

has reconnected with friends and family in the

Afghanistan when he first came the UK. He had

going to college to complete a qualification in care.

Resettlement Passport and now understands how

local area.

walked from his country across Europe to the UK

He was supported by the team and spent time

to manage a tenancy successfully.

after both his parents were killed in a roadside

discussing his hopes and dreams for the future as

bomb. He spoke minimal English.

well as his feelings about his difficult family history.

Mohammed was allocated a key worker who

Staff supported him to be resettled into his

supported him to engage in ESOL (English to

own tenancy in the community where he is still

speakers of other languages) classes to improve

living. Mohammed currently works in a care

his English language skills. He excelled in this and

setting and still comes back to Homeground

before long was having fluid conversations with

occasionally to say hello to the staff.

She is one of the Plas Bellin’ client She is one of

Nicola has also received support around her

the centre’s client representatives, is a well-liked

debt issues and is claiming the correct benefits-

and respected resident of the Hostel and will

something she was not able to do before.

often take the lead on activities.
Nicola has arranged coffee mornings, Mother and
Father Day’s events, sports days, movie nights,

Nicola’s confidence has
increased enormously since
living at Plas Bellin.

staff and young people at Homeground.

bingo nights and carol singing just to name a few.
Nicola welcomes new residents into the Hostel
and would like to become a mentor for Plas Bellin.

Mohammed had walked across Europe to the UK after both his
parents were killed in a roadside bomb.

Plas Bellin provides:
Homeground provides:

•

•

Accommodation for young homeless people
between the ages of 16 to 21.

•

Support from a key worker according to their •
individual needs

Information and advice to engage young
people with education and employment
Information, skills and support to help young
people move on to stable accommodation

Local Solutions Impact Report 2021-22
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•

Temporary supported accommodation for
up to 23 families

•

Referral to specialist services including
mental health, substance misuse services

•

Staff support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

•

•

An assessment and a support plan based
on the needs of each family

•

Help with accessing and engaging with
education and employment, as appropriate

Support for residents to gain the skills and
confidence to sustain a tenancy and access
stable move-on accommodation through
completion of a Resettlement Passport

*All names have been changed to protect the identity of service users
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Illustrating our outcomes

 ustaining stable
S
accommodation
Homeground
Throughout the covid pandemic, our Support &
Accommodation services remained open 24hrs a
day, providing support, advice, and a safe place to
live for young people, families and individuals right
across the Liverpool City Region and North Wales.

Throughout the pandemic
Homeground supported
70 young people.

At Homeground, our young person hostel on
Scotland Road just outside Liverpool city centre, the
team provided essential support to 16–21-year-olds

Supported Lodgings
Supported Lodgings provides family style

experiencing homelessness and other challenges,

accommodation to homeless young people aged

including family breakdown, leaving care, criminal

between 16-21. Young people are accommodated

exploitation and addiction issues.

with registered Householders in their own homes.
They have their own room and share kitchen and

Meeting these challenges was made more difficult

bathroom facilities. Each young person receives

through the pandemic - particularly for young

support from their Householder and a support

people already coping without the protective factors

worker. This is an alternative to living in a hostel.

that many of us take for granted - and feelings of

Each young person receives support from their

isolation, exclusion and boredom had real potential

Householder and a support worker.

to impact wellbeing.

Sam’s story*
Sam was 20 years old when he was placed at Homeground.
His parents had been users of multiple substances
and had taken their own lives when Sam was young
leaving him with severe attachment issues.

Support workers provide young people with the help

Sam began drinking alcohol when he was very young and by

they need to access and engage with education and

the time he was 17 he was alcohol dependent. He had been into

The support team at Homeground showed fantastic

employment and the benefits that they are entitled

rehabilitation prior to coming to Homeground but he relapsed.

care and creativity in understanding and working

to. They also help them to access specialist support

through these challenges and provided a positive

and to gain skills they need to sustain a tenancy via

and empowering environment to ensure our young

our Resettlement Programme and move on to stable

people were able to navigate this difficult period

independent accommodation.

relating to his past and he was supported to follow a strict

Over the last year we provided accommodation for

alternative rehabilitation programme, he has successfully

and develop the skills and confidence necessary
to move on and sustain stable accommodation in
the community.

118 young people in 7 boroughs across Merseyside &
North Wales.

Sam and his key worker worked on building a positive
relationship meeting up weekly with lots of talking sessions
alcohol reduction plan. Sam has been given access to an
completed it and is now living a life of sobriety.

“Our overall goal is positive resettlement
within the community. Supporting young
people to navigate the process towards

Supported Lodgings provides:

positive resettlement can be complex.

• Family style accommodation
in a furnished room

Building positive relationships through

• Accommodation in 7 boroughs across
Merseyside and North Wales

regular meeting with their key worker is
vital to managing the hostel environment
and making the young person’s journey
as positive as possible.”
Andy Hastie, Homeground Hostel Manager

• Young people with their own room and use
of a shared kitchen and bathroom facilitie
• Support form householder
and support worker

Local Solutions Impact Report 2021-22
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*All names have been changed to protect the identity of service users
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Illustrating our outcomes

I ncreasing safety
and security
Independent Domestic
Violence Advisors (IDVA)
When the first ‘lockdown’ was announced in March

We believe that every individual has the right to

The Link
Programme

2020, charities across the country highlighted

be safe and to live in an environment where they,

In August 2020, recognising

the increased risk of harm and isolation for those

and their children, are safe from physical or mental

the impact of Covid and

affected by domestic abuse.

abuse. Our IDVA service has been in operation

Lockdowns on the people

The Crime Survey for England and Wales showed

for over 17 years providing support for victims,

we support, Local Solutions

that 1.6 million women and 757,000 men had

providing them with a Case Manager, an individual

created the LINK service to

experienced domestic abuse between March

safety plan, risk and exit strategies.

provide a trauma focused recovery

2019 and March 2020, with a 7% growth in police

We have a duty to protect the identity of our

recorded domestic abuse crimes.

service users, but we can share their feedback

Karen Ingala-Smith, who runs the ‘Counting Dead

about IDVA with you.

Women’ project, estimated that during the first

“I could not have gone through my

programme that provides follow
on support once risk has reduced.
The support centers around the fact
that once an individual is safe and risk
has been reduced the real effects of what

three weeks of the first lockdown, there had been

recent situation without the service.

sixteen domestic abuse killings of women and

they lived through are still there and can have

I certainly could not have got through

children in the UK, which was the highest for at

a negative impact on individuals’ ability to fully

court. I am so grateful for everything

least 11 years.

recover from the trauma they have faced.

they have done for me”

Our IDVA provided safety planning and support
for 1,588 victims throughout 2020-2021. That was

Anonymous IDVA service user
“I received so much help; I was given

Participants are given the tools they need to make
positive life choices, encourage them to think about the future
positively whilst acknowledging the trauma of the past.

an increase of 22% from the previous year.

safety and security that I’d be ok

89% of referrals to the IDVA service come

speaking out about this in the court

from Merseyside Police. These individuals

system and in other situations. I was

are identified as ‘at a high risk of serious harm

given invaluable help to find a new

or fatality’.

home and now I feel so safe. This is

if I could have had access to the Link service earlier. I can honestly say

such a vital service and it really saved

that this programme has helped me to heal and understand.”

Studies have shown that when high risk clients
engage with an IDVA, there are clear and
measurable improvements in safety, including a

Anonymous IDVA service user

• ●Support for clients to access refuge
accommodation or increase security in their
property so that they can continue to live
safely at home

Anonymous, LINK service user
“The programme has had a massive impact on my life and well-being.
words that controlled me. I am prepared for future relationships and
the warning signs”

incidents of abuse.

plans and undertaking risk assessments

“I think that alot of suffering and struggle could have been prevented

I feel more confident and have realised that it was my ex’s actions and

and a reduction or even cessation in repeat

• ●Crisis intervention involving creating safety

feedback demonstrates the value and impact of the programme:

me and helped me out of a dark hole.”

reduction in the escalation and severity of abuse

IDVA provides:

96 people participated in the Link programme in the past year and their

Anonymous, LINK service user

• ●Advice on legal options
• Support through the court process
• ●Referral to other helpful agencies for
specific support and advice

Local Solutions Impact Report 2021-22

Click here to sign up to quarterly newsletters demonstrating the impact your donation is making
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Illustrating our outcomes

I mproving health
and well-being
Liverpool Carers Centre
This has been an unprecedented year for unpaid carers, As the Coronavirus

It is a safe place where no one will judge you if you have a bit of a rant or cry. All

pandemic has developed, carers and those receiving care have been

in all, the Carers Centre whether in person or online provides a much-needed

significantly affected.

lifeline for carers in Liverpool

Homecare

MyTime

It was estimated

Many people reported that their caring responsibilities had been impacted by
COVID-19, with the majority spending more time caring for others.
One third (33%) of carers mentioned giving more help during
the pandemic than they had provided previously. Almost one
third (32%) also mentioned giving help to someone who they did
not help previously.
Office for National Statistics. July 2020
Throughout the last year, the Liverpool Carers Centre supported 1,047 unpaid
carers and completed 1,500 carers support plans.
Caring for a loved one is a rewarding choice to make, but it can take a toll on a
carer’s own health and well-being. and can have a negative impact on a carer’s
education, employment, finances and their health and well-being.

In addition to providing support through the Carers Centre, Local Solutions
have also connected 4,177 unpaid carers with with tourism and hospitality
organisations from across Liverpool and Wigan through the MyTime project.
These activities included overnight stays in hotels, theatre tickets, restaurant
dining and access to cultural activities across the city,

that around 60,000
care sector workers
would be impacted
when the UK officially
left the European Union.
This, combined with the

Through the MyTime scheme our aim is to offer unpaid carers an opportunity for

impact of the pandemic, has

respite so that they can regain the strength and energy to continue to care for

meant that the last year has

their loved one to the best of their ability.

been extremely testing for our

In March 2021 MyTime was one of the official charity partners for the Reach
Regional Tourism Awards; and this was a wonderful opportunity to raise profile
of the scheme, and secure new opportunities for our Carers to take part in,

social care teams.

Despite this challenging back
drop, Local Solutions care workers
across Liverpool, Knowsley, Sefton and St
Helens provided support to 1,414 individuals
in their homes day and night in 2021/22.
A report written by the Care Quality Commission and printed
by the House of Commons in October 2021 stated that, ’the
impact of the pandemic on many who use health and social
care services has been intensely damaging, and ‘many
people have struggled to get the care they need’.
We know that now, more than ever, we need to make sure that elderly
people receive the care and support they need in their homes.
Despite the risk of COVID, and in all weather conditions, our care staff

Jack’s story

Sue’s story

are out and day and night providing the vital care and support that
is needed. In January 2022, as part of our continued commitment
to improve minimum pay and conditions, and to recognise the

Liverpool Carers Centre provides:

exceptional dedication throughout these testing times we became

• ●Recognition and support for unpaid carers

• Flexible support, impartial advice and information

a Real Living Wage employer. This increased the minimum rate

• A range of services that aim to improve the quality of life for
unpaid carers

• Signposting to specialist organisations

of pay across our organisation to £9.90

• ●Advice on legal options

in line with recommendation from

• Support through the court process

The Real Living Wage Foundation.

• Carer assessments to understand the impact caring has on an
individual’s life to identify the support and/or services they need

• ●Referral to other helpful agencies for specific support and advice

Local Solutions Impact Report 2021-22
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Our reach
1.

Wavertree: IDVA, Bullybusters. Carers Centre, MyTime

2.

Homeground, AIMS, Sports Horizons, Social care administration,
Liverpool Supported Lodgings

3.

Liverpool City Centre: Liverpool Watersports Centre & Shopmobility

4.

Liverpool: Social Care

5.

Sefton: Social Care

6.

Knowsley: Social Care

7.

St Helens: Social Care

8.

North Wales Plas Bellin support and accommodation

9.

North Wales, Sunraye support and accommodation

10. Flintshire floating support: Young people’s tenancy support
11. Knowsley Supported Lodgings
12. Flintshire & Denbighshire Supported Lodgings
13. Liverpool city centre: Shopmobility, Liverpool Watersports Centre
14. Wirral Supported Lodgings
15. Cherry Tree Extra Care scheme
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14

Birkenhead

A grand daughter’s story
Up until the first lockdown, despite being 90, my grandad

There was no way that my 89-year-old nan could have

was a very active and independent man; he played lawn

managed washing and dressing him and organising the

bowls twice a week, ran errands for friends, drove to family

many medications he had to take. It was such a relief to

gatherings, enjoyed the weekly shop and was the happy

know that a carer would visit the house twice a day to

and confident centre of the family. He and my nan followed

support grandad, give nanny advice and signpost her

the rules during the lockdowns and considered as highly

to the services she needed to secure safety equipment

vulnerable, they did not leave the house for months on

in the house.
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end, As the closest relative I became the main carer for
them doing the shopping and collecting prescriptions.
As the months went on I saw changes in my grandad; he

‘The care that my grandad has

became withdrawn, he moved less and less and, even

received has been focused on his

when lockdown ended, he did not have the same levels of

own personal needs and has given

confidence or drive for life. It seemed that COVID had given
old age the chance to finally catch up with him.

him the independence and dignity

One night he fell on the way to the bathroom and broke

to thrive in his own home’

his hip. He was in hospital for 3 months. When he was able
to go home I spoke to the care team at Local Solutions to

Neston

Holywell
Flint

12
8
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arrange a care package for him.
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We simply could not deliver our
services and support without the
support of our donors and funding
partners and to them we would like
to say an enormous thank you

If you or your organisation would like to find out
more about how you can support our work please
contact Head of Business Development & Impact,
Jenny Snell – jsnell@localsolutions.org.uk
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@local_solutions
Local Solutions
Local Solutions
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